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E·BOOKS SYSTEM
Akram M. Zeki1, Hazeeha Ibrahim2, and Shayma Senan3
1, 2Kulliyyah of Information Communication and Technology
3Kulliyyah of Engineering
International Islamic University Malaysia
ABSTRACT
This project is using an online-approach that can minimize the usage of
three major things in our life; time, money, and energy. The main objective
of this project is to ease the process of selling and buying book among
International Islamic University (IIUM) community by replacing it gradually
to online system. The Online Book Seller Finder system will be able to
provide user with online buying, selling, and auctioning process. Online
Book Seller Finder system will be able to benefit IIUM community in being
more efficient.
Keywords: E-Books, Online Books, E-Commerce
INTRODUCTION
In order to build effective online system, it is a need to know the
background of the problem. Traditional way is wasting these three major
things; time, money, energy. Time; finding the person that have the book,
the finding process that just convenient in day time, finding the person that
want the book, time that use to spread the message, and period of time
people aware with the handbill/poster/pamphlet. Money; cost that use for
handbill/poster/pamphlet and the cost that use to contact each other.
Energy; energy that use in the process and the energy that use to paste the
handbill/poster/pamphlet. E-commerce systems will easier the process. E-
commerce system can be explain as buying and selling products or
services over electronic systems such as the Internet and other computer
networks (Wikipedia, 2011). The book seller finder system is also one of e-
commerce system.
The researcher found that it always a problem to student to find book that
has been requested by lecturer without any delay. It is either the book is
sold out, or the book is no longer being printed out. Moreover, the book will
be expensive since it's written by international author. With this system,
student can minimize the cost and saving for other things. The system is
built for International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) community.
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